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INTRICACIES OF CHANGE

Why so much change?

What’s happening in your organization?

Check the items below that apply to changes you are experiencing.

 New technology.

 More employee involvement in all levels of decision making.

 Collaborative mergers and alliances, domestically and globally.

 Diminished job and career security due to restructuring and downsizing.

 Pressure to work longer hours for the same pay.

 Increased desire for meaningful work.

 Increased emphasis on flextime, job sharing, and contingency workers.

 Emphasis on customer service.

 Loss of administrative support.

 More responsibility and accountability for individual employees.

 Need for continuous self-improvement with retraining and new skill development.

 Movement away from entitlement and toward employee ownership.

 Greater pressure to balance work/family issues.

 Shift to teams of all kinds.



How do you approach change?

When a new policy, procedure, or process is introduced into your organization, which of the following
reactions are you likely to have?

Select A or Select B
A.  I relish change because it's exciting
and challenging.

B. Changes are superficial and never
stick, so what's the point?

A.  I'll go along with the new way, even if
it doesn't make any sense to me.

B.  I'll act as if I'm going along with this
change, but I'll keep on doing things the
old way.

A. Change makes the organization more
innovative and creative and I like feeling
part of it.

B.  There's nothing new under the sun.
This is the same old thing repackaged.  I'll
participate for a few days until they lose
interest.

A.  I like trying new things and learning
new skills.

B.  It feels like I'm the only one who's not
on board with this.

A.  New systems and processes help us
improve our morale and productivity.

B.  Implementing change is a downer.  It
never works and people just get stressed
in the process.

A.  Implementing this change is my
highest priority.

B.  I don't have time to learn all this stuff.
It's a waste of time.

A.  We'll never get into ruts as long as we
keep trying to improve.

B.  Why do we keep fixing things that
aren't broken?



Assess your sensitivity to change
Gauge your personal response to change by rating yourself in the following areas.  Put a checkmark the
column that best describes your personal response to change.  Several high marks may indicate that you
are challenged by too much change.

Change-related indicators Low Average High
Need for consistency
Need to be conventional
Anxiety about the unknown
Preference for accepted standards
Need for control
Self-confidence associated with the familiar
Self-esteem associated with established
position
Need for security
Tendency to resist change

Signals of change-related stress



The Change Cycle

Why people dislike change What makes change easier
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The change Cycle

 Denial
 Resistance and Anger
 Bargaining
 Acceptance and Support

Three Attitudes toward change

Advocate

Ambivalent

Critic



Handling Resistance to Change

Dealing with resistance

The antidote to resistance:  Involvement

Uncover hidden issues

Involve people in the change process



FLOW Model – your own reaction to a major change that is going on.

FLOW Model

Figure out the pros and cons of the situation.

Describe the situation.  Explain what is happening.

List your concerns.
What are your major concerns about the situation?

Observe your attitude about the change.

How do you feel about the situation?  What are your emotions?

Weed out what is within and outside of your control.

List what is outside of your control and let go of it.  List what is in your
control and make a plan to deal with it.

Positive strategies for coping with change

Take Control



Build resilience

See Support

Maintain balance


